Ocelot HX Kit Revision 2: Overall summary
•
•
•

Speed – on par with a JetBoil Stash
Cost – total cost about 2/3 the price of a Stash
Robustness – works well above 7.5 mph winds (lab test), field tested at approximately 15 mph
(note: the Stash operates up to about 4 mph and then is non-functional)

Kit updates
Specifications
Ocelot Plate:
•
•
•

Aluminum - 0.78 oz / (22 grams)
Diameter – 3.4 inches (86 mm)
Height – 0.5 inches (13 mm)

Stove requirements – Fire Maple 300t (or clones Olicamp Ion Micro Titanium Stove, Alpkit Kraku,
Robens Fire Midge, Vargo Titanium Gas Stove)
We now support at least 4 different HX pots (and many more of you include the OEM clones)
•
•
•
•

Sterno Inferno (0.5 liter)
Fire Maple FMC-XK6 (1 liter) (clones labeled Olicamp, Tentock, TXs & Lixada)
Bulin S2400 (1.5 liter) (clones labelled Acecamp & Naturehike)
JetBoil Stash (0.8 liter)

Wind Performance
Calm conditions (lab)

– 500 ml of 20 C water consumes ~5.3 grams of fuel

7.5 mph wind (lab)

- 500 ml of 2 C water consumes between 9-13 grams of fuel (HX pot dependent)

15 mph (field)

- successfully boiled 500 ml of water

Ocelot: HX Kit Rev 2
The Ocelot: HX Kit Rev 2 is conglomeration of existing components tied together with our unique burner
plate. The finished integrated system will be the most fuel efficient as well as lightest cooking system on
the market.

The key to Ocelot: HX cooking system is the effective coupling a canister topped stove to heat
exchangers pots/mugs via a custom mounting plate. Heat Exchanger pots/mugs use intricate fins to aid
in transferring hear to the base. In general, these fins can increase fuel efficiency by 20% or more.
Inherently, these fins also supply a bit of wind protection to stove’s flame. The burner plate further
enhances the overall wind protection: in fact, the Ocelot: HX system is best in class of all canister topped
stoves. It outperforms the Pocket Rocket Deluxe, Soto WindMaster and JetBoil Stash.
To complete the cooking system, the user must purchase a Fire Maple 3000t canister topped stove (or
clone), a Heat Exchanger pot and the Ocelot: HX Mug kit. Once purchased, the user must dissemble the
stove (only a simple wrench is required). The bottom nut next to the valve is loosened first and the
valve body is unscrewed. The bottom nut can now be removed. The upper nut is loosened and
removed. The pot support arms are removed and replaced with our custom burner plate. The
orientation of the plate is dependent upon the specific Heat Exchanger pot that you selected. As of
2021, we support the Sterno Inferno Mug / Fire Maple HX pot / Bulin HX pot and the JetBoil Stash.
There will be a complete discussion as to plate orientation later in this article. After the burner plate is
positioned, the upper nut is re-installed and tightened. The lower nut can be threaded on as well as the
valve body. The lower nut is now tightened against the valve body: the assembly is complete. This
whole exchange process takes less than a few minutes.
In general, we recommend that you keep the system assembled. This is the most robust and convenient
way to use your stove. The whole assembly will nest inside your mug, we suggest that you insert the
stove with the stove body facing upwards (towards the top of the mug). Several users have decided to
disassemble the stove for compact storage. This can be done, however; do not loose the nuts as they
are required for complete operation.

About the stove – we recommend using the Fire Maple 300T. As of the
beginning of 2021, I was able to purchase this stove on Amazon for just under
$28 USD. I have seen versions of this stove for under $20 USD on AliExpress.
The stove has an important and very unique feature: the stove is held
together with 2 brass nuts (do not confuse the Fire Male 300T with the BRS
3000t as the BRS is incompatible with the Ocelot: HX). At different times and
in different countries, Fire Maple branded this stove as the Fire Maple Hornet
/ Wasp / Sunny Beach.
Fire Maple 300T

Now to add additional confusion, Fire Maple supplied many other manufactures with the identical stove
under a different name (OEM or original equipment manufacturer). Below are examples of these
clones:

Olicamp Ion Micro Titanium Stove

Alpkit Kraku

Robens Fire Midge Vargo Titanium Gas Stove

About Heat Exchanger Pots – currently, we support 4 heat exchanger pot (and
their clones). There are many more that will probably work, and we will identify
those as we discover them. Pot support geometry will be detailed latter. Two of the
pots are well defined: the Sterno Inferno and the JetBoil Stash. The Sterno Inferno is
a complete cooking kit designed to burn Sterno Fuel. It turns out that the Inferno
Mug by itself is the ideal mug for solo backpackers as well as being the least
expensive. In 2021, I was able to purchase the Sterno Inferno kit of $22. We support
the JetBoil Stash because I own one and the performance is terrible in the wind. After
investing $130 in a cooking system, I doubt many people will convert to the Ocelot: HX
but you never know.
The two remaining pots are the Fire Maple FMC-XK6 1-liter pot (~$ 24 USD) and the Bulin 1.5-liter pot
(~$25 USD).

Fire Maple

Bulin

To make matters even more confusing, both Fire Maple and Bulin supply pots to other companies just
like the Fire Maple Stove.
Fire Maple Clones

Tentock

Olicamp

TXS & Lixada

Bulin Clones

Acecamp

Naturehike

The Burner Plate
There are two possible orientations: A side and B side. The A side is configured for the Sterno Inferno
and the Fire Maple 1 liter pot. The B side is configured for the Bulin 1.5-liter pot. In addition, by folding
the B side tabs down, the plate will accommodate ethe JetBoil Stash. Note: when configuring the burner
plate for the JetBoil Stash, folding the tabs down is NOT a reversible process! Once folded, it is a
permanent change.

Side A: Inferno & Fire Maple

Side B: Bulin…

and tabs folded for Stash

The tabs locate the HX mug by aligning against either the bottom of the mug or the inside of the HX fins

Side A: 2.8” diameter

Side B: 3.3” or 3.6” diameter

HX Pot selection
Each HX pot has different characteristics:
Sterno Inferno – this is a complete cooking kit that was designed to burn
Sterno fuel. It includes a mug, stand, lid and windscreen as well. With the
Ocelot HX, we are only interested in using the mug. The mug volume is 2
cups and is a bit small. Due to the fast time to boil, hot water can spill over
the edges: we recommend dialing the power down to prevent spillage. We
do offer a lid replacement to furth reduce the weight of your kit. A key
advantage to this kit is that allows you to use the complete kit with other
fuels. Adding the Trail Designs 10-12 alcohol stove makes the kit multi-fuel.
Fire Maple 1-liter mug - this is a low cost, and nice HX pot. Since most people boil about 2 cups of
water, the 1-liter volume is nice in that it prevents boil over.
Bulin 1.5-liter pot – we feel that this is somewhat of an odd choice. The 1.5-liter volume is huge and
probably a lot larger than what most people need. Keep in mind that HX pot are designed to heat water
and not designed for cooking or for melting snow. The Bulin HX system completely encloses the HX fins
and routes the exhaust air up the side of the pot. This design tends to restrict airflow and can have an
impact on stove performance at high flowrate. You can tell this by listening to the sound of the stove.
Once light, lower the pot onto the stove, if the stove sound pitch changes, then you are impacting the
overall burn rate. There is a chance that combustion is incomplete, and you are generating more carbon
monoxide (poisonous).
JetBoil Stash 0.8-liter mug – this is probably the idea mug size for solo backpackers. The JetBoil Stash
system cost approximately $130 USD and the mug is not sold separately. Ideal, but the costliest option.

